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The article dwells on the place and role of conjunctions in the historic production belonging to Muhammadvafoi Karminagi called «Tuhfat-ul-khoni» which includes description of different historic events of the Manghtys’ state. It is cleared out that the copulative conjunction va («and») is considered as one of the mostly frequent ones in both the corpus of the study and in MTLL (Modern Tajik Literary Language). In addition, one of the specific features of the above-mentioned element is its sentence-initial position. The adversative conjunction «bal» by dint of the particle «na» organizes the parallel one only in one instance upon the whole. It is cleared that the Arabic conjunctions «illo, av» are adduced as disjunctive ones by the author of our text and this phenomenon is a less commonly used one. As a rule, temporal subordinate conjunctions are more productive than other ones in both MTLL and in the historic source at issue. In terms of functions a large group of considerably subordinating conjunctions, such as «to ba hadd-e ki, ba har vajh ki, ba on nahj-e ki, bo on nahj ki, to ba on giovat ki, ba nahj-e ki, ba nav’e ki, bo in tariqa ki» serve to introduce the relations between the main clause and the adverbial clauses of manner and degree contrary to those ones of MTLL. In a nutshell, the author comes to the conclusion that the author resorts to those conjunctions which pertain to frequent ones in both MTLL and the corpus of our study.
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INTRODUCTION

The study and consideration of new various periods of the development of the history of the Tajik literary language depend on surveying both authoritative prosaic and poetic works referring to the periods of the VIII-IX centuries up to now, in particular, as «In general, the history of literary language can be established on the basis of great men-of-letters’ creations» [1, p.6]. It is worth stressing that determining different periods of the history of the language and its high points of development based on both scientific-historical traces and artistic ones we proceed from the assumption of the actual issues in the field of Tajik linguistics. In reference to it, it is impossible to create commonly accepted standard grammar without dwelling on comprehensive analysis of artistic and scientific-historical legacy. B. Sharifov emphasizes on the importance of canvassing beset with the history of the Tajik literary language in the introduction to his thesis.
Ашрапов Б.П. Некоторые соображения о месте и роли подчинительных союзов в «Тухфат-уль-хони» Мухаммада Вафо Карминаги

entitled «Morphological Peculiarities of «Bado’-ul-vaqoe’» by Vosifi» as: «The study of the above-mentioned traces enables us to disclose some issues related to MTLL and the ways of its prosperity and extension» [2, p.4]. The study is aimed at shedding light on the issue concerning morphological properties and usage of conjunctions. The analysis of our corpus is strengthened by the agreeable evidence from «Tuhfat-ul-khoni» by Muhammadvafoi Karminagi including description of different historic events of the Manghtys’ state, which is supported by and focused on both coordinative and subordinate conjunctions targeted at the level of their semantic relatedness.

The research of prosaic works on the example of «Tuhfat-ul-khoni» by Muhammadvafoi Karminagi in regard to this theme pertains to the XVIII century. To begin with, it is important to bear in view that the relevant research work will be also useful for researchers who want to study the linguistic issues dealing with themes related to ours. A success of any research depends largely on precise comprehension of its objective [3,123]. The system of morphological forms and usage of conjunctions in the manuscript under consideration has significant peculiarities of its own as any subject under analysis. It is common knowledge that these conjunctions are closely connected with syntax, therefore, in this study we confine ourselves to syntax occurrences. That is to say, we only have made an effort to disclose some grammatical features and to determine the issues related to the usage of conjunctions. In this respect, it is worth mentioning that the survey of the issue in question has received a considerable attention in the field of linguistics. M. A. K. Halliday, Ruqaiya Hasan assert: «Conjunctive elements are cohesive not by themselves but indirectly, by virtue of their specific meanings; they are not primarily devices for reaching out into the preceding (or following) text, but they express certain meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in the discourse» [4, p.226]. What is more, conjunctions appear not only between two constituents but they provide their consecutiveness as well. Conjunctions have been studied under the following numerous labels, such as: discourse connectors, coordinators, pragmatic markers, linkers, discourse markers [5, p.98; 6, p.113; 7, p.302; 8, p.497].

COORDINATIVE CONJUNCTIONS

In terms of syntactical functions conjunctions are divided into two groups (coordinative and subordinating bond) in both the corpus of the relevant topic and in Modern Tajik literary language (MTLL) [9, p.314]. In reference to it, Muhammadvafoi Karminagi adduces out a number of coordinative conjunctions as it follows:

a) copulative conjunctions: va (and) the variants of the enclitic (-u, -yu, -vu), na...na (neither...nor), ĉi...ĉi (both...and, whether...or);

b) adversative conjunctions: ammo (but), lekin (however), balki, bal (but), vagarna (however);

c) disjunctive conjunctions: yo (or), juz (except for), yo...yo (either...or), va yo...va yo (either...or), illo (apart for), av=yo, yo ki (or, or rather).

Thus, we assume that the grammatical peculiarities of conjunctions in contrary to MTLL and previously researched backgrounds are not of considerable distinctions upon the whole. However, from the findings on the subject under discussion, it is clear that in the course of time the majority of conjunctions have changed in terms of their usage functionally, semantically and grammatically.

SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS

Supposedly, as a rule, subordinate conjunctions are divided into the following subgroups as: simple (ki, to čun, agar, balki, bal), derived (vagarna, azbaski) and compound (zero ki, čandon
ki, ba’d az on ki, peš az on ki, qabl az on ki, aknun ki, alhol ki, jihat-i on ki, digar on ki, sabab on ki, dar makon-e ki and etc.) in terms of morphological forms. In John Perry’s opinion, the key to understanding subordinated clauses, and in particular their relation to the main clause is the subordinative conjunction (or phrase) [7, p.350]. It is important to mark that subordinative conjunctions are singled out into some sub-categories in our topic functionally and semantically, just as in MTLL. For instance, we make an endeavor to show the following sub-categories in the table below, those ones combined with the types of relationships between the ideas they describe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic class</th>
<th>Subordinating Conjunctions and their English Equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal</strong></td>
<td>to (until, up to, as far as, while), qabl az on ki (as, when), dar vaqt-e ki (at the time that, when), ba’d az on ki (after), peš az on ki (before), qabl az on ki (before), aknun ki (now), alhol ki (now that), har goh ki (any time that), har goh (if, ever), hangom-e ki (when), dar hin-e ki (during the time that, in the situation that), dar har hangom-e ki (at every time that), har hangom-e ki (every time that), to ba in vaqt ki (up to now), to bilvaqt ki (up to now), ba’d az fursat-e ki (after that), dar in fursat ki, dar in ovon ki (at this time, at the moment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manner</strong></td>
<td>ki (that), to ba hadd-e ki (to the extent that), ba har vajh ki (in any way that), ba on nahj-e ki (in the way that), bo on nahj ki (by the way that), to ba in vaqt ki (to the extent that), to ba on ğoyat ki (to the end that), ba nahj-e ki (in the way that), ba nav’e ki (in the way that), bo in tariqa ki (with the way that);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal</strong></td>
<td>to, čun (since), to ki (until), zero ki (because), azbaki (since, as, for as much as), ba vosita-i on ki (because), ba vosit-i on ki (on account of), bino bar on ki (since, on account of, because), jihat-i on ki, digar on ki, sabab on ki (the reason of the fact that, since), az in bois ki, bois-i in ki (on account of), az on jo ki, az in jost ki, to on ki, az in bois ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
<td>to (so that), to ki (so as, so that, in order to), ba xavf-i on ki (in fear of that), bo e’timod-i on ki (with the confidence that)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concessive &amp; contrastive</strong></td>
<td>holo ki (whereas in fact, the state being that), harčand (although), bo on ki (for all that), bo vujud-i on ki (despite the fact that, although), čandon ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locative</strong></td>
<td>dar maqom-e ki (in which place), dar makon-e ki (in which place), jo-e ki (where, the place which, wherever)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequential</strong></td>
<td>to (until), azbaki (due to, owing to, because of), čandon ki (in such way), čunon ki (as)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitatively, temporal subordinative conjunctions are more productive than other ones in both MTLL and in the manuscript «Tuhfat-ul-Khoni». The latter introduces adverbial clauses of time, punctual actions and habitual or iterative ones in the temporal clause, in particular. However, they are not equivalent from the view-point of illustration. Hence, it is important to adhere in mind that the majority of temporal conjunctions are compound ones and the adduced examples in the table above will absolutely prove this statement. In association with the relevant conjunctions like «vaqt-e ki», N. Bazidov asserts such a thesis: «Conjunction vaqt-e ki with the existence of some of its synonymic variants occupies a significant place among temporal ones categorically as: vaqt-e ki, vaqt-e, dar vaqt-e ki, to vaqt-e ki, ba vaqt-e ki, az vaqt-e ki, har vaqt-te ki, har vaqt, kadom vaqt-e ki» [12, p.50]. For that matter, not only the conjunction «vaqt-e ki», but its other synonymic variants are not resorted to in «Tuhfat-ul-Khoni» at all, apart from «dar
**vaqt-e ki** while the conjunction **«vaqt-e ki»** is considered to be one of the most frequently used in Modern Tajik literary language. Apparently, a number of certain conjunctions are of distinction to each other in terms of their functions referring to the period of the history of MTLL development. For instance, notwithstanding, in the course of comprehensive findings aimed at the temporal conjunction in view **«vaqt-e ki»** did not leap into our eyes at all. But, the author of our historic data adduces the primitive conjunction **«čun»** instead of that one of **«vaqt-e ki»** in certain cases. Of course, Muhammadvafoi Karminagi managed to be lucky in this respect.

The conjunction **«dar vaqt-e ki»** reminds temporal meanings and subordinates a dependent clause to an independent one functionally. Due to the available examples it can be known that the element under study is considered as a non-productive conjunction while it is the mostly productive one in MTLL: **Dar in hangom raoyo-i Sitob, ki az ta`addi-vu bedod-i ӯ ba sutuh omada budand, dar vaqt-e ki Jum`abek az qal`a baromada, darvoza-ro ba riyu-i ӯ basta naguzoštand... (13/218,434, 276/549).**

The conjunctions **«to ba in vaqt ki, to bilvaqt ki»** insert the end of action time into a subordinate clause referring to the principal one. It must be borne in mind that the above-mentioned conjunctions appear to be non-productive ones being encountered once by the author upon the whole. One of the specific peculiarities of **«ba in vaqt»** lies in the fact that Muhammadvafoi Karminagi adduces the Arabic constituent variant being **«bilvaqt»** which will enlarge the compound conjunction up to the variant **«to bilvaqt ki»** as a result. Besides, the grammatical occurrence under consideration is not characteristic for MTLL because the relevant phenomenon of morphological compound conjunction is considered as one of the principal approaches and creative nature of the author himself: ...az qatl-u ehol va qat-i omolu-az-i amvol daqiqa furūguzošt nakardand, to ba in vaqt ki podšoh-i ala-l-iloiq ...hašamat-i mo-ro dar nazar-i ahl-i inod va dida-i arbob-i fasod mismor-u avtd soxt (13,211/420); Ba`d az in ba čandin bor miyon-i amir-i komyob va Taqoymurod-i Barqut, ki sokin-i viloyati Nur bud, muhorobot voqe` šud, to bilvaqt ki amir-ul-umaro – Muhammad Hakimbiy atoliq az in dur-i bee`tabor raxt ba olam-i digar kašid (13,276/549, 275/547).

It is common knowledge that temporal conjunctions **«aknun ki, alhol ki»** express the beginning of the subordinate clause action developing into the principal one in both our topic and MTLL and on account of their usage they are not equal in a sentence. In general, the conjunction **«aknun ki»** is more frequently used than **«alhol ki»** in **«Tuhfat-uhl-khoni»**. In reference to **«aknun ki, holo ki»** N. Bazidov asserts: **«The two conjunctions begin always by being placed in the subordinating sentence-initial position which is embedded before the principal clause» [12, p.56].** Conversely, the conjunctions in view can be embedded both by being placed in the subordinating sentence-initial position and after the principal clause in the corpus of the study. All in all, the element **«alhol ki»** (built of the Arabic article al + noun + conjunction **«ki»**) is resorted to twice by Muhammadvafoi Karminagi and, in addition, it is considered as a synonymic variant of **«aknun ki, holo ki»** whose relevant grammatical occurrence is one of the specific peculiarities in **«Tuhfat-uhl-khoni»**: ...har favj-e va gurūh-e-ro munosib-i ahvol-i ešon va sardor-u pešrav mutaayyin karda ba asp-u asliha binavox va alhol ki ibtid`i-tul`-axtar-i davlat va oğoz-i zuhur-i kavkab-i hašamat bud va haniz tir-i igbol-i manzalat bi nisf-un-nahor-i kamol royat-i irtifo` nayafrošt (13,110/217); Hazrat-i fayyoz-i mutlaq... ba mavotin-i ma'luš solim-u muraffah-ul-hol rasonid, pas guft: aknun ki to jonest dar tan va raqamest dar badan sarf-i adovat-u kina-i derina narama, otaš-i harb-u paykor boyad afruxt (13,111/220).
Out of the number of the following, such temporal conjunctions as *pas on ki, ba'd az on ki, peš az on ki, qabl az on ki, ba'd-i in ki, barobar-i in ki, ba'd-e ki* are used by different ways of language [9, p.319] and necessarily mark an action unrealized patently from the principal clause. Adducing the examples on the object under discussion one can maintain the fact that among the above-mentioned temporal conjunctions just *peš az on ki, qabl az on ki, ba'd az on ki* have led to the fulfillment of the relevant function in our topic. In addition, it is worth stating that the conjunction *ba'd az on ki* is the most frequent and productive one. However, the conjunctions *peš az on ki (one instance), qabl az on ki (two instances)* occur on the whole and this occurrence testifies that the appropriate elements join the rarely used ones by groups: ...*dast-i mardum-i on diyor az kor va poy-i ešon az raftor bozmond, či ba'd az on ki sel-i havodis devor-i sad(d)-i suğur-ro az jo kand...* (13,25/42); *Peš az on ki muqaddima-i laškar-i mansur ba on jo ubur namoyad, sardor-i xud-ro ba vodi-i firor taxis namuda roh-i gurez-ro kušoda yofand (13,240/477); ...az zilzila-i in axbor poy-i subot-u viqor-i sarkašon az jo rafta, qabl az on ki sipoh-i zafarpanoh ba on diyor rasad, jamo-'a-i Barquţ va fīrqa-i qazq ba jonib-i viloyat-i Nur xosir-u xoif murur-ub ur namudand (13,112/222, 187/372)*.

A considerable number of temporal conjunctions like *hangom-e ki, dar hangom-e ki, dar har hangom-e ki, har hangom-e ki, dar hin-e ki* are frequently resorted to in the corpus of the study, but the use of *hangom-e ki* is more restricted than its other synonymic variants and occurs once by the author under the whole. One dominant question related to the temporal conjunction *dar hangom-e ki* is that Muhammadvafoui Karminagi adduces the constituent of *dar hin-e ki* which served functionally and semantically as a euphemism of the element at issue. A major difference within this analysis is in the adverbial word *hangom* being the Tajik one and *hin* being the Arabic one. It is important to lay an emphasis on the fact that the variant of *dar hin-e ki* is not characteristic for either MTLL or for previously explored traces in the field of philology: *Dar hangom-e ki bozor-i muhoraba garm gardid, jamo-'a-i kūfor bunduqaho-i otašafšor va jazoirho-i ra'dbor-ro dar amal ovarda, ba har taraf-sufši sipoh rohī kardand (13,25/46); Ba amr-i jahonmuto‘-sado-i nofir-ub ur naqora gūši zamona-ro mamlu‘ soxt va dar hangom-e ki kūča-vu bozor az ahl-i tamošo pur bud... (13,268/534); ...bo favj-e az mardum-i jangū mutavajjeh-i Šahrak Šud va dar hin-e ki sipoh-i zafarogoh ba muhosara-i on qal‘a muqayid gašta, az jonib-i šarqi sarḵā bahrošta budand (13,129/256)*.

In this connection, one can assert that compound conjunctions including *ki har goh, har goh ki* are observed in *Tuhfat-ul-Khonī* as well. They are considered as productive ones in MTLL categorically. The above-mentioned conjunctions introduce the multi-actions of the principal clause. However, designing on the premise of statistical approach towards the theme explored by B. Sharifov, a researcher of the prosaic literary productions referring to the XVI-th century (on the example of «Badaoe-ul-vaqoe» by Vosifi) one can suppose that relevant conjunctions are less common ones [2, p.212]: ...*ya‘ne foxira-i Buxoro rondand, či maqsad-i on fia‘-i boγiya on bud, ki har goh muqobil-i xud-ro az nazari-e tabor andoxta, vujud-i ešon-ro vazn-e nanihem (13,12/21); ...badon-u sarkašon vazifa-i tanbiya va martaba-i γušmol binand va har goh ki az mavqif-i farmon hukm-i nofizuliz‘-on ba taqovi-vu istimdod-i junud-i nomadud az on mamakat-i sohibvujud zuhur-u sudur yobad... doxi‘-i laškar-i anjumgurūh šavand (13,82/162)*.

Seemingly, there are a number of subordinative conjunctions referring to manner and degree such as *ba tarz-e ki, ba tavr-e ki, dar holat-e ki, ba holat-e ki, be on ki, be in ki* in TMLL [9, p.319] which introduce the relation between the principal clause and the clause referring to
мanner or degree, in particular. Meanwhile, when trying to survey the above-stated elements we have not met them at all. Likewise, one of the distinctive features of the conjunctions under discussion is that Muhammadafou Karminagi adduces those out of the number of subordinative conjunctions including «to bo hadd-e ki, ba har vajh ki, ba on nahj-e ki, bo on nahj ki, to bo on ɣoyat ki, ba nahj-e ki, ba nav`e ki, bo in tariqa ki» instead of the above-mentioned conjunctions. However, they rarely encounter in the corpus of the study: ...atvor-i Bani Odam dar tasodum omad, ba on nahj-e ki hay yak az tumtaroq-i in navaib-i advor selob-i ingilob-e bud (13,3/4); ...onan faonan ro`yat-i davlat-i ˮrubta-i balandi meyof, to bo on ɣoyat ki asos-i salotin-i jūjinažod zamima-i dostgh-i boadl-u dod-i ˮ sud (13,18/31).

In accordance with the Tajik grammatical rule, the subordinative conjunction «azbaski» leads to link the subordinate clause of purpose with the principal one according to the historic data in question. To cap it all, the element in view serves to subordinate the clause of the result to the principal one; relevant occurrence is considered as one of the distinctive peculiarities of our data in question. To cap it all, the element in view serves to subordinate the clause of the result to the principal one; relevant occurrence is considered as one of the distinctive peculiarities of our data in question.

Out of a number of purpose (final) conjunctions there are those like «to, to ki, ba xavf-i on ki, bo e`timod-i on ki» which subordinate the clause of purpose (in other word it is called as a final clause as well) to the principal one in «Tuhfat-ul-khoni» language. Another important statement being worth mentioning is the fact that among the above-mentioned conjunctions «to, to ki» are more illustrative ones in the scope of this respect comparatively. In reference to it, the conjunctions «ba xavf-i on ki, bo e`timod-i on ki» are resorted to only once upon the whole: ...dar on ēhоревor xazida bud, ba xavf-i on ki mabodo ġalaba-vu hujum-i qisumot-i zaфaluzum ba mofarq-q mardum-i boģot va mahallot-i xorij-i qal`a-yobad (13,123/243); ...bo du-se hazor piyoda-vu savor sar-i roh bar muqaddima-i sipoh girifta az boģot guzaشد and bo e`timod-i on ki muddat-i yak qarn qat`i tariq-u berohi ba aqtor-i anho-i viloyat namuda, kas-e panja-i jalodat-i e`sn-ro natofa bud (13,186/369).

Our canvassing proves that all the types of concessive conjunctions, such as harčand, bo on ki, agarči, bo vujud-i on ki, çandon ki, are the most frequently occurred ones in «Tuhfat-ul-khoni». They subordinates the adversative clause to the principal one in terms of grammatical functions inclusive. To accomplish this, the evidence beset with the theme explored testifies that the concessive conjunctions «harčand, bo on ki, agarči» are precisely reinforced by beginning the principal clause with adversative ones such as: ammo and lekin in one complex sentence. It is very interesting to note here that, if, on the one hand, the above stated elements establish a contrastive attitude between principal and subordinating clauses, on the other hand, they provide the exact meanings to CCSs within the frameworks of grammatical behavior: Bo on ki, a`do az kasrat-i juyuš-i islom sarosema šudand, ammo tav`an av karhan az markaz-i tuğyon, ...čun lujja-i sahob dar mavj omadand (13,25/45); Oqoz-i muhorama bo amir-i komyob namudand, agarch dar ruz-i paykor zafar ba sipoh-i amir-i komgor bud, lekin ba`z-e az umaro-i manqitiya dar
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miyond omada, čunon surat-i musolaha-ro qaror dodand (13,276/549); Ba fazl-i Ezid-i bemuntaho mavoši va amvol-i ĕ mutakosir va dar maro-vu bavodi xayl-u gala-i ĕ mutavotir, harčand sobiqa-i amorat nadošt, ammo lohiqa-i amorat az ĕ ibroz meyoft (13,6/10).

It should be noted that from the conditional conjunctions only «agar and gar» appear in our corpus. It stands to reason that the conjunction «agar» is the mostly productive one being widely used in the written monuments of the XVII-th – XVIII-th centuries. On the ground of the adduced examples dealing with the above-mentioned elements, one can lay an emphasis upon the idea that other types of the conditional conjunctions did not occur at all: ...čunin payğom rasonid, ki sipoh-i xasm dar lujja-i iztirob-u ma`raz-i xatar ast, agar ro`yot-i nusratsamot n azdik ronda, soya-i vusul bar bolo-i tal-e, ki muhozi-i dara voqe` ast (13,207/412).

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of the place and role of conjunctions in «Tuhfat-ul-khoni» by Muhammadvafoi Karminagi and other manuscripts referring to the XVII-th – XVIII-th centuries we conclude that the author of the manuscript resorts to those conjunctions which pertain to frequent ones in both MTLL and the corpus of our study. As it is stated above, one of the specific features of copulative conjunction va («and») is its being placed in the sentence-initial position and this grammatical phenomenon occurs as the widely-used one. From findings we have elicited that parallel conjunctions «na…na» (neither…nor), či ... či (both…and, whether…or) are used only once by M. Karminagi. In addition, it is also noticeable that the adversative conjunction «vale» has not leapt to our eye although it is considered as the mostly productive one in both MTLL and other previously studied works. In the corpus of the study the Arabic conjunct «av» is adduced as a synonymic variant of the Tajik disjunctive conjunction «yo» functionally. As a rule, temporal conjunctions are the mostly productive ones among subordinative conjunctions in our topic and it is worth noting that the author of our topic managed to illustrate the primitive conjunction «čun» instead of the conjunction «vaqt-e ki» semantically.
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